Skeletal muscle weakness, fatigue and sarcoidosis

U Costabel

It is important to remember that sarcoidosis is a complex multiorgan disease with multiple non-specific symptoms which go beyond the usual experience of chest physicians.

Sarcoidosis is a multisystem granulomatous disorder that may involve many organs. Beside organ specific symptoms, non-specific constitutional complaints such as fatigue and general weakness are frequent. The granuloma formation in sarcoidosis is driven by an array of cytokines such as tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-6, interferon (INF)-γ and others. High circulating levels of such cytokines have been found in sarcoidosis and may be responsible for provoking the constitutional symptoms fatigue and general weakness.

Fatigue and general weakness may be the reason why patients with sarcoidosis frequently experience exercise intolerance. In one study 67% of patients with sarcoidosis terminated their peak exercise test due to "leg complaints". Skeletal muscle weakness may therefore be responsible for the limited exercise capacity, although quadriceps muscle force and handgrip force were found to be normal in the first study to investigate skeletal muscle force in patients with sarcoidosis, but most of these patients did not complain of fatigue.

In this issue of Thorax Spruit et al report that skeletal muscle weakness is present in patients with sarcoidosis who complain of fatigue, and that the presence of skeletal muscle weakness is associated with reduced health status as assessed by two questionnaires and also with reduced exercise capacity. In addition, quadriceps muscle force was inversely related to fatigue but not to the circulating levels of several proinflammatory cytokines. This would indicate that skeletal muscle weakness rather than the circulating cytokines are responsible for the complaints of fatigue in these patients. Interestingly, quadriceps muscle force was inversely related to the daily dose of corticosteroids in patients who received such treatment. This would imply that steroid induced myopathy may be one factor for reduced skeletal muscle function in sarcoidosis, although no differences in muscle strength were found in this study between patients who were taking steroids and those who were not.

Other factors may therefore be involved in the development of skeletal muscle weakness. One could be reduced physical activity which can induce general deconditioning in these patients who complain of fatigue, general malaise and depression, all of which will probably reduce the patients’ physical activities. One major shortcoming of the paper by Spruit et al is that they did not investigate patients who did not complain of fatigue so it is difficult to generalise their findings to other patients with sarcoidosis. Would reduced skeletal muscle strength also be present in sarcoidosis patients without fatigue? We do not know since the number of patients studied in the first paper on skeletal muscle strength was probably too small to exclude a type II error.

Another factor contributing to the muscle weakness could be involvement of the skeletal muscle by sarcoidosis. The first published case of sarcoidosis of the skeletal muscles was reported as early as 1908 by Licharew who presented a girl with many palpable nodules in the muscle. In 1952 it was recognised that inactive sarcoid granulomas might frequently be found in clinically normal muscles. In 50–75% of patients with sarcoidosis a muscle biopsy may detect non-caseating granulomas. None of the patients in these screening studies had symptoms suggesting muscle involvement. This symptomless involvement resolves in the majority of cases during the natural course of the disease.

Clinically symptomatic skeletal muscle involvement in sarcoidosis is rare. There are two manifestations—acute polymyositis and chronic myopathy. Acute polymyositis has been reported in no more than 15 cases. The proximal shoulder and pelvic girdle muscles are most often involved and the condition is often associated with fever, erythema nodosum, myalgia, and polyarthralgia. The levels of muscle enzymes such as creatine phosphokinase may be raised. Chronic myopathy is also rare. In a review of 800 patients with confirmed sarcoidosis Silverstein and Siltzbach found that only two had severe persistent sarcoid myopathy and, in the recent prospective ACCESS study, only one of 215 patients had initial muscle involvement. The symptoms are bilateral weakness and wasting of proximal muscles. Whereas corticosteroids are clearly indicated in these forms of clinically apparent muscle involvement, diagnostic difficulty may arise when myopathy occurs in patients with sarcoidosis under treatment with corticosteroids since corticosteroid myopathy has a similar distribution to that seen in sarcoid myopathy.

What are the practical issues emerging from the paper by Spruit et al? For differential diagnostic purposes, the muscle force tests are not useful since they do not discriminate between the possible different causes of skeletal muscle weakness in sarcoidosis. As previously mentioned, the causes may be limited physical activities, sarcoidosis involvement of the muscles, or corticosteroid myopathy. Ideally, we should have discriminating tests available which would be non-invasive and not depend on muscle biopsy. Less invasive techniques such as electromyography and nerve conductance velocity may differentiate between myopathy (either sarcoidosis or corticosteroid induced) and weakness due to limited exercise. Unfortunately, such neurological measurements for determining the cause of the skeletal muscle weakness were not included in the present study.

If we apply muscle force tests more frequently in patients with sarcoidosis and find reduced muscle strength, how should we manage such patients? We would expect that most of these patients also have the subjective complaint of fatigue, so the more general question would be how to manage skeletal muscle weakness and fatigue in sarcoidosis. Given the very rare clinically apparent skeletal muscle involvement by sarcoidosis granuloma and the very frequent subclinical muscle involvement which most probably represents harmless granuloma formation without impairment or wasting of the skeletal muscle, one would not start prednisone treatment for these patients but, rather, would recommend that they undergo controlled physical training programmes. As Spruit et al discuss, the positive effect of exercise training in chronic pulmonary and cardiac disease has been shown for other conditions and may reduce clinical symptoms of fatigue, anxiety, and depression.
In this regard the great merit of the paper by Spruit et al is to remind the readers of Thorax that sarcoidosis is a complex multiorgan disease with multiple non-specific symptoms which go beyond the usual experience of chest physicians. The study underlines the importance of taking such patient complaints seriously, performing adequate investigations which may include muscle force tests, and giving them the appropriate treatment which would probably include an exercise programme to improve their physical activity which would also reduce the complaint of fatigue.
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Chemistry of exhaled nitrogen oxides

Informative complexity of exhaled nitrogen oxide chemistry

J F Hunt

Seeking the meaning of exhaled NO

In this issue of Thorax, Ojoo et al conclude their paper with a sentence that is worthy of direct quotation. Their data “draw attention to the complexity of NO [nitric oxide] metabolism, where multiple pathways of NO synthesis and clearance are likely to have variable relevance in different circumstances”. Exhaled NO measurement is now a clinically approved test and, with approximately 1000 articles so far published, there are sufficient data to support its utility as an objectively measurable biomarker relevant to lung disease. However, despite all of the publications, how the multiple intracorporeal biochemical pathways interact and determine NO exhalation remains unclear.

In order to avert confusion, it is necessary to assure that vocabulary is shared. “Exhaled NO” has become the vernacular for the fractional exhalation of NO (FE\textsubscript{NO} ). This is not the amount of NO produced in the lung. Indeed, only a tiny fraction of NO produced in the lung ends up being exhaled. Increased production of NO in the airway can occur from increased nitric oxide synthase (NOS) activity, from inorganic acidification of nitrite (NO\textsubscript{2} \textsuperscript{-}), \textsuperscript{3,4} and from homolytic cleavage of nitrosothiols. \textsuperscript{5} Increased exhalation of NO can occur from enhanced action of any of these aforementioned processes or, importantly, from decreases in various NO consumptive pathways that also are abundantly active in the airway. Such consumptive pathways include reaction with haemoglobin and various thiols, reduction by bacteria, and oxidation reactions that form the higher oxides of nitrogen (NO\textsubscript{x} )—specifically NO\textsubscript{2} \textsuperscript{-}, S-nitrosothiols, and nitrate (NO\textsubscript{3} \textsuperscript{-})—as products. \textsuperscript{5}

Ojoo et al report that, while high acidity (low pH) of exhaled breath condensate (EBC) was identified in subjects with cystic fibrosis (CF), exhaled NO levels were lower than in controls. These data suggest that airway acid acting on NO\textsubscript{3} \textsuperscript{-} is neither the sole nor the dominant determinant of exhaled NO in this patient group. Additionally, their data reveal that, in contrast to NO, NO\textsubscript{x} are exhaled in greater amounts from subjects with CF than controls. If we roughly back calculate from Ojoo’s data we find that, in their healthy control subjects, mole for mole, the amount of NO\textsubscript{x} exhaled per hour as identified in EBC (90 nmol/h) is about half the amount of NO exhaled when measured in gas phase (180 nmol/h). In patients with CF, however, NO\textsubscript{x} are exhaled at the rate of 240 nmol/h compared with only 80 nmol/h exhaled as NO. One can see that the sum total exhalation of NO plus NO\textsubscript{x} is somewhat higher in CF than in controls, while the ratios of NO to NO\textsubscript{x} between the groups differ by a factor of 6. If we consider the original source of all the nitrogen oxides in the lung to be from NO\textsubscript{3} (a somewhat risky assumption), then these data suggest that NO production is actually enhanced in the CF airway, not decreased as has at times been supposed. The fact that NO exhalation is low in CF then appears to result from overactive oxidative processes consuming NO.

A little more caution is needed here, as it is not clear how much of the gas phase NO available for exhaled measurements also contributes to the EBC NO\textsubscript{x} \textsuperscript{-} and NO\textsubscript{3} \textsuperscript{-} levels. That work has yet to be done. But, as the authors note, it seems clear that NO\textsubscript{3} in EBC are not derived solely from NO gas dissolving and oxidising in the EBC ex vivo, as there are not enough available moles of NO gas in the exhaled air to provide for the levels of NO\textsubscript{3} seen in the EBC of CF patients.

Oxidation is one key sump for NO in the airway. Many believe oxidative processes to be a key mechanism by which “inflammation”—a generic term of uncertain meaning beyond the classical “rubor”, “tumor”, “calor” and “dolor”—dutifully accomplishes its various missions. In general we consider NOS to be upregulated, acidity increased, and oxidation enhanced in inflammatory conditions. Inflammation might lead to higher or lower exhaled NO levels depending on the relative effects of the inflammation on NOS activity and acidic and oxidative stresses.

Ojoo et al have shown how these three chemical aspects of inflammation (NO, acid, and oxidants) can be monitored and distinguished. By measuring exhaled NO, exhaled acids, and exhaled
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NOx all together, one can make the following suppositions. If exhaled NO is high while exhaled NO3 are low, then that particular airway inflammatory process has a relatively high ratio of airway NO production to oxidant activity. If exhaled NO is low while exhaled NO3 are high, then the inflammation is relatively more dominated by oxidant stress than by NO production. When acidification is present, then NO will be both produced from NO3 and consumed by the higher oxidative activity that occurs in acidic conditions. Thus, EBC acidity stands by itself as an indicator of airway acid stress but not of NO production, and exhaled NO and NOx measured concurrently begin to elucidate the relative—not absolute—activities of the NO production pathways and oxidative processes.

The same acidity that can convert aqueous NO3 into NO will also enhance oxidative activity in general, including the reaction of NO3 with the reductant, glutathione. This reaction forms S-nitrosoglutathione, an endogenous bronchodilator. To complicate matters, glutathione stores themselves can be depleted by excessive oxidative processes. Furthermore, the CF airway is commonly colonised with bacteria capable of reducing NO to ammonia, a process which can consume NO. Despite these complexities, efforts at measurement—and conscientious interpretation—of the chemistry of the airways helps us to recognise how acidic and oxidative processes, as well as NO chemistry, behave in various lung diseases. These processes are key mechanisms of inflammatory effect and are relatively easy therapeutic targets.

Another point is worth noting. Spirometric values in CF in this study were not significantly lower on average during acute respiratory exacerbations. This statement reminds us that "no statistically significant difference" is not synonymous with "no difference". Given that EBC pH was significantly lower in the exacerbating group relative to the stable group, the lay reader might conclude that EBC pH is more useful than spirometry at identifying CF exacerbations. A more cautious and probably wiser interpretation might be that—together—spirometry, EBC pH, exhaled NO, and NO2 and NOx assays provide a more comprehensive and true picture of airway disease than any single measurement. EBC pH informs us about airway acid stress. NO and NO2, when measured together, inform us about NO production and oxidative burden. Spirometry provides physiological data. Of course, none of these tests delineates perfectly the amount of "inflammation". But then, in the absence of a unifying definition of inflammation, no one test possibly could.

Asthma and obesity

Concurrent trends in asthma and obesity

S Chinn

Is the concurrent rise in the prevalence of asthma and obesity a red herring?

Studies that have reported an association between asthma and obesity have mostly been single cross sectional studies, although an increased incidence of asthma in participants who were overweight at baseline has been reported in several longitudinal studies. The latter have contributed to the debate about the nature of the association, showing that the reverse causality explanation—that decreased physical activity as a result of asthma leads to increased weight—is not plausible. Cohort studies have the potential to determine whether increased symptoms of asthma are an immediate consequence of weight gain or, if not, to establish the lag, but frequent follow up would be required. However, pure cohort studies cannot answer the question of how much of the increase in the prevalence of asthma in a population can be explained by an increase in obesity, as age and period are completely confounded. Repeated cross sectional studies in the same population are needed to answer this question.

Population surveys

Some countries have regular cross sectional population health surveys, such as the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) in the United States and the Health Survey for England. Such surveys routinely include height and weight, as increased body mass index (BMI) in adults is a risk factor for a number of diseases, but the Health Survey for England has included respiratory symptoms only in selected surveys. Increases in asthma and in overweight (BMI 25–<30 kg/m2) or obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m2) have been reported many times over the last 20 years, but rarely in the same study. This has led to speculation that the rise in obesity might explain some of the increase in the prevalence of asthma, but there has been little direct evidence to support or refute the hypothesis.

RePEATED CROSS SECTIONAL STUDIES IN CHILDREN

Some direct evidence is provided in this issue by Wickens et al. They studied comparable groups of 11–12 year old children in New Zealand in 1989 and 2000 and found an increased prevalence of symptoms, asthma, and medication in 2000 compared with 1989, but little difference in the corresponding odds ratios unadjusted or adjusted for BMI. They also found a stronger relation between most outcomes and BMI in 2000 than in 1989, particularly for wheeze and medication in the last 12 months,
which remained statistically significant in the 2000 data after adjustment for a number of potential confounders. The results are similar to those of Chinn and Rona from the National Study of Health and Growth (NSHG),9 who found that virtually none of the increase in wheeze or asthma in 8 and 9 year old children in the UK from 1982 to 1994 was explained by the rise in overweight and obesity, and also reported a stronger association between asthma and obesity in the later than in the earlier year in children aged 5–11 years. The UK and New Zealand studies were each carried out in a school population with symptoms and medication reported by parent or caregiver. Height and weight were measured, unlike in many adult studies from which an association between asthma and obesity has been reported. However, in children BMI is a poorer measure of fatness than skinfold thickness. In the NSHG there was a weaker association of asthma and persistent wheeze with skinfold measurements than with BMI.

IS THE ASSOCIATION RECENT IN CHILDREN?

Wickens et al considered that there was insufficient evidence to conclude that the association in children is of recent origin.7 They argued that comparisons of studies over time are hampered by changing definitions of asthma. Certainly, comparison is difficult as the lack of definition of overweight and obesity in children before 2000 led to a variation in reporting results. However, the NSHG had identical symptom questions over time, and there is no doubt that the association of persistent wheeze with BMI was stronger in the representative sample in 1993/1994 than in 1977.7 8 Neither the NSHG9 nor the New Zealand study7 was able to show an interaction between year of survey and the association of asthma and BMI, possibly due to lack of power but, taken together, the evidence is strengthened that the association in children is recent.

EVIDENCE IN ADULTS

No direct information on the BMI adjusted trend in the prevalence of asthma has been published in adults, although data on asthma and BMI were obtained in NHANES (at least in surveys II and III).9 10 There is also a lack of information on when the association between asthma and obesity arose in adults, or whether it is long standing but only noticed once obesity became more prevalent. The earliest studies to report an association were carried out in the early 1980s and were studies of chronic disease in general.11 12

A rough estimate of the maximum likely effect on the rise in asthma can be obtained, for a given increase in prevalence of overweight and obesity, on the assumption that the association is causal. For example, a change in BMI distribution from 85% normal weight, 10% overweight and 5% obese to 75% normal, 15% overweight and 10% obese would, at most, increase the prevalence of asthma by 6.8% over baseline, given the published estimates of relative risks. A baseline prevalence of 5% would increase to 5.3%, a very modest rise compared with most of those reported. So we should not expect the rise in overweight and obesity to explain more than a very small amount of the increase in asthma.

EVIDENCE FROM TRENDS

Ideally, trends should be calculated from more than two time points. Long term trends in asthma and BMI can show whether the increase in asthma started close to, or soon after, the beginning of the major increase in obesity. Parallel trends, or points of inflexion close in time, tell us little in themselves other than that a direct causal role is possible. The contrary—especially a reversal of one trend in the absence of a change in the other—is evidence against a direct causal role related the data are representative of the same populations. There is now some evidence for a recent slowing down or cessation of the increase in asthma in children and in adults.13–16 Data on BMI were not collected in the individual studies and three of the studies were carried out in selected areas.13–15 The fourth study used data from 1990 to 1998 from the UK General Practice Research Database and showed a levelling off of trends in managed asthma from about 1995.15 Recent trends in BMI in Italy or Switzerland are not available but in England there is evidence from the Health Survey for England for an increase in obesity in adults from 1993 to 1998. While England is not the whole of the UK, and neither study may be fully representative as the General Practice Research Database may have practice participation bias and the Health Survey for England individual non-response bias, taken together the results suggest that the trends are not parallel.

CONCURRENT TRENDS — A RED HERRING?

There is little doubt that there was a concurrent rise in the prevalence of asthma and obesity in many developed countries in the 1980s and early 1990s, and this led to the speculation that the increase in obesity might explain some of the trend in asthma. Even without more direct evidence that the trend in overweight and obesity explains little or none of the trend in asthma, we can conclude that controlling the weight of the population would do little to reduce the prevalence of asthma as the associated relative risks are too small. However, it may take more direct evidence to convince the whole of the scientific community of this and, if further data exist to establish whether the association is recent or long standing in adults, this would be of interest. A long standing association in adults with BMI that in children and would make changes in the population in diet and physical activity less likely as an explanation.
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Clinical remission of asthma: what lies beyond?

S Guerra

Further evidence suggests that “complete” remission of childhood asthma may be the exception rather than the rule

Asthma can be a debilitating disease with a major impact on quality of life and an increased risk of developing severe airway remodelling and non-reversibly airflow obstruction. In the last decades, effective pharmacological treatments and management strategies have been developed for this disease. Yet, at the present time, asthma remains a treatable but not a curable disease.

It is not therefore surprising that much effort is being put into studying the risk factors associated with the inception and progression of asthma, since understanding these factors represents the first necessary step for developing effective prevention strategies. In this respect, the increase in the incidence and prevalence of asthma over the last decades has not only produced a general awareness of the public health burden associated with the disease, but it has also provided the scientific rationale for expecting a major role of environmental factors in its development. However, the epidemiological identification of these disease determinants has not proved to be an easy task. While profiles of risk factors for asthma have been identified, the exact mechanisms by which they operate are far from being fully understood for many (or most) of them. In addition, many of these factors are likely to be involved in complex gene-by-environment interactions and to be differentially linked to different asthma phenotypes. This complexity has limited the implementation of effective interventions to reduce the incidence of asthma and, to date, there is no conclusive programme of primary prevention for this disease.

To complicate things even more, remarkable paradoxes have emerged from recent research. Factors that are known to exacerbate or trigger asthma, such as exposure to endotoxin1 or pets,2 appear to be somewhat protective if they occur early in life. Similarly, while allergen avoidance is undoubtedly a beneficial and essential part of management strategies in atopic asthma, it does not appear to be as effective in protecting against onset of new asthma. Taken together, these observations strongly suggest that factors that determine the inception of asthma may differ from those that affect its progression, and reinforce the unique importance of studies that follow subjects with asthma over time. Observational and intervention studies on selected cohorts of asthmatics have indeed provided critical contributions to our understanding of the factors influencing the clinical course of the disease, and this evidence has affected to a large extent the way we currently treat and manage asthma.

Studies on asthmatic cohorts can also help to elucidate the natural history and long term outcomes of the disease. From a clinical standpoint, this is not an issue of secondary importance. Asthma is a variable disease that can persist, remit conclusively, or present any possible combination of remissions and relapses over time. Clearly, the long term sequelae of the disease on lung health are likely to be quite different across these different patterns. In this framework, longitudinal studies assessing the outcome of childhood asthma into adult life hold particular interest for two main reasons. Firstly, in the vast majority of cases asthma has its onset in childhood. Therefore, even though adult onset asthma is frequently associated with severe and difficult to treat forms of the disease, asthma initiated in childhood continues to have a greater public health impact at the population level. Secondly, asthma may lead in the long term to severe airway remodelling and, possibly, to the development of chronic airflow obstruction. These observations raise critical questions on whether this course is more likely to occur in the persistent forms of asthma, whether subjects predisposed to this progression can be identified at early stages of their disease, and whether optimal asthma management can be beneficial against disease progression. Longitudinal studies following cohorts of participants over a wide age span between childhood and adulthood represent our best tool to answer these questions.

In a recent issue of Thorax Vonk et al. reported evidence from such a cohort of 119 allergic asthmatic children (age 5–14 years) enrolled in an outpatient clinic in the late 1960s and re-evaluated in a follow up visit approximately 30 years later (age 32–42 years). Although the relatively small sample size suggests caution in interpreting these data, this study provides cogent findings that are consistent with those from previous longitudinal studies and may have important implications for the search of optimal management strategies in asthma.

Firstly, childhood asthma appeared to remit clinically (no reported active symptoms and no use of inhaled corticosteroids) in adult age “only” in approximately 50% of the cases. In interpreting these results, the selective nature of this cohort of outpatients should be kept in mind. It is known that children with asthma selected in the clinical setting are likely to differ from population based samples of asthmatics in many respects, particularly in terms of increased severity of the disease—a known risk factor for persistence of symptoms into adulthood. Rates of asthma persistence are therefore expected to be higher in clinic based than in population based cohorts.

Consistently, findings from several long term longitudinal cohorts3–7 indicate that, in the general population, among subjects who had episodes of wheezing in childhood, approximately one third report active asthma symptoms when surveyed in their young to mid adult life. However, this proportion is remarkably higher, even in population based studies, among subjects whose childhood asthma was severe or characterised by frequent wheezing episodes. This concept is best illustrated by data from the Melbourne Asthma Study8 in which several groups of school age children were enrolled based on their wheezing/asthma history and followed over time into their adulthood. At age 42, 15% of controls reported wheezing episodes in the last 3 years compared with 40% of the subjects who, during childhood, had wheezing associated with bronchitis or respiratory tract infection. However, wheezing episodes were reported by up to 70% and 90% of subjects who during childhood had fulfilled the criteria for asthma and severe asthma, respectively.

All evidence considered, it appears plausible to conclude that most children with moderate to severe forms of asthma will experience clinically active disease at least in some periods of their adult life. This important conclusion becomes even more striking when we consider a second finding from the...
study by Vonk et al: most cases of asthma in clinical remission (in that study, up to 57%) still show bronchial hyperresponsiveness and/or reduced lung function. This finding supports a clear distinction between clinical remission of asthma (that is, absence of symptoms and medication use) and complete remission of asthma. The implications of this distinction are quite relevant, given that the simple absence of symptoms is the most commonly used criterion for defining asthma remission in epidemiology and it is also used to a large extent in clinical algorithms for managing the disease.

Does the presence of bronchial hyperresponsiveness and reduced lung function among these apparently remitting asthma cases represent structural sequelae of the disease? Or does it represent an underlying inflammatory process still active in the airways? There are arguments to support both these scenarios. Most likely, in many cases of clinical remission of asthma an ongoing airway inflammation is present which can interact with—and possibly enhance—airway remodelling and structural changes of the lungs. Recent studies have shown that, when compared with healthy controls, children and adolescents who have apparently outgrown their asthma related symptoms do show increased markers of airway inflammation. Eosinophils and interleukin (IL)-5 in bronchial biopsy tissue, the percentage of eosinophils in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, exhaled nitric oxide levels, and bronchial responsiveness to adenosine-5′-monophosphate all appear consistently higher in subjects with remitting asthma than in controls. This evidence raises the question whether a long-term anti-inflammatory treatment should be considered in these cases of subclinical asthma. At the present time we do not have a conclusive answer to this question. However, the accumulating evidence on inflammation and airway remodelling in remitting asthma strongly argues for at least monitoring patients with asthma in clinical remission over time, possibly with periodic assessments of lung function, bronchial hyperresponsiveness, and other markers of inflammation.

Another interesting finding from the study by Vonk and colleagues is that reduced lung function in childhood was a significant risk factor for the persistence of asthma and airflow limitation into adulthood, an association described quite consistently across previous large longitudinal studies. Early deficits in lung function among children with asthma may be related to several factors, including early airway remodelling or impaired lung growth. Regardless of the nature of these factors, the fact that these deficits track over time implies that children with persistent asthma will be most often destined to have lower lung function than their peers in adult life. In addition, among subjects with long term asthma, these deficits in lung function may eventually lead to a non-fully reversible airflow obstruction—a key functional feature for the definition of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The co-existence of asthma and COPD diagnoses in the same subject appears quite frequently in adults and appears to be associated with increased mortality. It is debatable whether subjects with asthma are at increased risk for COPD as a result of the clinical progression of the disease (that is, long term sequelae of the airflow inflammation and remodelling associated with asthma) or as a result of an increased susceptibility to lung damage by noxious agents. This is a vital question in terms of optimal prevention, treatment, and management of patients with co-existing signs of asthma and COPD. The scenario of clinical progression of asthma into COPD is supported by a large body of evidence, including the reported correlation among asthmatics between the degree of airway remodelling associated with the disease and the presence of COPD-like functional signs such as irreversible airflow obstruction.

However, it is tempting to speculate that the tracking of reduced lung function over time shown by subjects who had severe childhood asthma may also play an important role in increasing the susceptibility of these subjects in adult life to noxious agents including cigarette smoking, and in lowering their threshold for a clinically relevant lung damage in response to these agents. At the present time this remains a largely unsolved question.

In this framework, the results on asthma persistence provided by Vonk and colleagues reinforce the clinical relevance of understanding the long term sequelae of this disease. New evidence from longitudinal cohorts of asthmatic children entering their mid adult life will contribute to determining the structural and functional consequences of persistent asthma on the lungs and dissecting further the long hypothesised link between childhood asthma and COPD in adulthood.
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